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A.) Introduction

Recent results on hadron production in charged-current (CC) neutrino and
antineutrino reactions

(1)
~ + N ~ ~ + hadrons

~ + N ~ ~+ + hadrons

, i.e. w+ + N ~ hadrons

, i.e. W- + N + hadrons

come from the bubble chamber experiments listed in Table 1. Papers on the subject
which have appeared in 1980 and 1981 from these experiments are given as refer
ences [1-44J. Four bubble chambers have contributed, namely the 15 I chamber at
Fermilab, the Big European Bubble Chamber BEBC and Gargamelle (GGM) at CERN, and
the heavy-liquid chamber SKAT at Serpukhov. Both neutrino and antineutrino beams
have been used. Reactions have been investigated on protons p (hydrogen or' deu
terium targets), neutrons n (deuterium targets) and isoscalar nucleons N (heavy
liquid targets). In particular, new results have been obtained on ~n and vn
scattering from the two experiments with deuterium in the 15' chamber and in BEBC~

respectively. Deuterium as a target has of course the advantage that reactions
on protons and on neutrons can be studied at the same time. In the antineutrino
experiments the ~ contamination in the v beams has sometimes been used to inve
stigate also neutrino reactions whereas the v contamination in ~ beams is rather
small. The situation of neutrinoproduction of hadrons as of one year ago has been
reviewed by Saitta at Erice [45J.

Table 1: Experiments with recent (1980,1981) results on hadronic final states.

Bubble chamber Beam Collaboration Refer-
Liquid ences

15 I H2 v (~ ) WB Argonne, Carnegie-Mellon, Purdue [1-5J

15 ' H2 ~ WB Berkeley, Fermilab, Hawaii, Michigan [6J
15 I Ne-H2 v (~) WB Fermilab, IHEP, ITEP, Michigan [7-19J

15 ' Ne-H2 ~ WB Berkeley, Fermilab, Hawaii, Seattle ,Wisconsin [20J

15 I O2 ~WB Illinois-Tech, Maryland, Sendai, Stony [21-26J
Brook, Tufts

BEBC Ne-H 2
- NB Aachen, Bonn, CERN, Demokritos, Ie London, [27,28Jv,v

Oxford, Saclay

BEBC H2
- WB Aachen, Bonn, CERN, Munich, Oxford [29-38]v,v

BEBC D
2

v (~) WB Amsterdam, Bologna, Padova, Pisa, Saclay, [39,40J
Torino

BEBC Ne-H2 v WB Bari, Birmingham, Brussels, CERN, Demokri tos, [41J
Ecole Polytechnique, IC London, Munich,
Oxford, RHEL, Saclay, UC London

GGM Propan, vWB CERN, Milano, Orsay [42J
Freon

SKAT Freon v,v WB IHEP, Berlin-Zeuthen [43,44J
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Most features of hadron production by neutrinos and antineutrinos can be suc
cessfully described in the frame work of the quark-parton m9del. (QPM) which is
shown in Fig.1. For some purposes (e.g. scaling-violation, non-factorisation,
transverse momentum and jet properties) the simple version of the model has to be
extended by gluon effects as described by quantum-chromodynamics (QCD). Neglect
ing the sea quarks and the Cabibbo angle one encounters in vN and VN scattering,
in contrast to charged-lepton nucleon scattering (eN,llN), a very clean and simple
flavor situation:

In neutrino scattering a d-quark of the incident nucleon absorbs the positive
current (w+) and becomes a forward-.going (i.e. in current direction) u-quark which
then hadronizes into the current fragments. The unaffected diquark (uu for a pro
ton target, ud for a neutron target) travels backward as a spectator and frag
ments into the target fragments+). Thus in vp (vn) scattering the fragmentation
functions nft(Z,PT) and nhu(Z,PT) (DUd(Z,PT» of the u-quark and the uu-diquark
(ud-diquark), respectiveYy , into hadrons of a particular type h can be studied.
Here z is the energy or momentum fraction carried by the hadron (see below) and
PT the transverse momentum of the hadron, measured with respect to the current
direction.

In antineutrino scattering on the other hand, the negative current (W-) is
absorbed by a u-quark of the incident nucleon and the partonic final state con
sists of a forward-going d-quark and a backward-going ud-diquark or dd-diquark
for \ip or vn scattering/respectively. Here the fragmentation functions ~(Z,PT)
and DUd(z,PT) for vp (D~d(Z,PT) for vn) can be investigated.

The event and particle variables used to describe the leptoproduction of ha
drons are well known:

Event variables:

(2a)

W = effective mass of all secondary hadrons
w2 = M2 + 2Mv _ Q2 = M2 + 2ME Y _ Q2 M2 + Q2 (1_ 1) •

v x
Q2= four-momentum transfer squared.

+) In the context of the QPM it would be more appropriate to speak of "quark
fragments" and "diquark fragments" instead of using the common notation "cur
rent fragments" and "target fragments ",respectively.

~U I~} current
.----=---:-~ fragm.(xF>O)

, p,n

a) vN

w· u

target h ..( d

frQgm.l~ uU,ud(xF<O)

Oh (z)

b) vN

w- d
h -(
7( u

~
ud,dd

Fig. 1

The quark-parton model (QPM)
for neutrino and anti
neutrino scattering on
protons and neutrons.
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(2b)

(2c)

(2d)

\I =

x

y
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~

E - E = E - M = lab energy of the exchanged vector boson W-, where
v j.l H

E E E are the lab energy of neutrino, muon and all secondary ha-
v'U'H .

drons/respectively, and M = nucleon mass.
2 2

lL- --_Q-- = Bjorken-x.
2M\I 2ME\lY

relative energy transfer.

( 3a)

(3b)

Particle variables:

* *
x

F
=~ = Feynman-x ~ :/L2 I where P~ is the longitudinal momentum of
~m~ * .

the particle in the cm system of all secondary hadrons, and PLmax ~ts

maximum kinematical value.
E E E* *z = energy fraction = v or E

H
or W/2 J where E (E ) is the lab (ems)

energy of the particle.

PT = transverse momentum with respect to the current direction.

At high energies the various definitions of z are equivalent for current frag
ments.

A separation of the current and target fragments is possible, at least appro
ximately, at higher values of W (W ~ 4 GeV),whereas at low W current and target
fragments overlap in momentum space [2J. It turns out [46J that the cm system of
all secondary hadrons is most appropriate to carry out this separation at high W
by selecting as current (target) fragments those hadrons, which go forward (i.e.
xF > 0) (backward, i.e. xF < 0) in the hadronic ems.

According to the new results as obtained by the various experiments, this re-
view will cover the following topics:

Multiplicities

Forward net charge and charge distributions

Fragmentation functions

Transverse momentum and jet properties.

We will not discuss the production of strange particles [3-5,10,11,13,25,26,34J;
it is partially related to the production of charmed particles which is treated
in the talk of E. Fisk.

B.) Multiplicities

_ In this chapter we discuss preferentially the "clean" cases of vp,vp,vn and
\In scattering at high energies leaving out some new data [13,43 , 44J obtained on
isoscalar targets (VN and VN). The following main results on multiplicity have
been obtained by the various experiments:

1.) Within the available W ranges, the average charged multiplicity <n> rises
linearly with ~nW2 for W ? 2 GeV.

Linear fits of the form

(4) <n> = a + b.~nw2

have been carried out by the various experiments; the fitted values for a and
b are summarized in Table 2. The fitted straight lines representing the data
in the respective w2 intervals are shown by the straight lines in Fig. 2. The
two vp lines are in good agreement with each other, although their intercept
values a are quite different (Table 2). As for ~p there seems to be some dis
agreement betwe~n the two experiments [4, 40J which lies mainly in the data
points at low W (~10 GeV2 ). It should be noted that for vp scattering (with
hadronic charge QH = 0) the total event number is hard t.o dete,l;'nUJl~ liiince
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Table 2: Compilation of values for a and b obtained from fitting <n>

(W in GeV) to the average charged multiplici ty <n> vs. w2 •

Reaction Hadronic 2W range a b Reference
charge OR (Gev2 )

\lp 2 4 - 200 0.37 ± 0.02 1 .33 ± 0.02 [32J
4 - 100 0.80 ± 0.10 1.25 ± 0.04 [21J

\lP 0 4 - 100 -0.44 ± 0.13 1.48 ± 0.06 [4J
6 - 140 0.18 ± 0.20 1.23 ± 0.07 [4OJ

\In 1 4 - 100 0.21 ± 0.10 1.21 ± 0.04 [21J

- -1 4 - 140 0.79 0.09 0.93 0.04 [4OJ\In ± ±

8

6

/\
.J:
U

c 4
V

2

--- vp

--- vp

••..•••••••• vn

-.-.- \in

1: BEBe
2: 15'

3: 15'

4: BEBC
5: 15'

6: BEBC

[32]

[21]

[ 4]

[40]

[21]

[40]

100

Fig. 2

Average charged mul2tiplicity <n> vs. W •
The straight lines
show linear fits of
the form <n> =
a + b.R.nW2 to the
data points from va
rious experiments.
The fitted values fon
a and b are compiled
in Table 2.

here the one-prong channel \lp -+ ~+ + neutrals contributes, mainly at low W. This
channel is difficult to detect and identify in the bubble chamber. Therefore the
discrepancy between the two experiments is probably due to different detection
efficiencies for the one-prong channel and to different procedures applied to cor
rect for these scanning losses.

From Fig. 2 the following regularity seems to appear at higher W:

(5) <n>\lp > <n::vp ~ <n>vn > <n>vn

where the approximate equality <n>vp ~ <n>vn is expected from
both reactions the diquark (contain~ng mostl¥the final-state
fragments) is the same (namely ud) and d -+ h- (for vp) is the
\In) for pion fragments due to isospin symmetry.
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From Fig. 2 it is not yet clear whether all four multiplicities <n> rise
with the same slope b (-1.3); more precise measurements, in particular on
neutron targets, are needed.

It is found [1,26, 37J that also the average multiplicity of po mesons ri
ses with W. The BEBC VH2 collaboration [37) for example obtains the following
linear fit to their data points between 10 ~ W2 ~ 200 GeV2 :

(6 ) <npo > = (-0.08 ± 0.12) + (0.085 ± 0.045) oR,nw2 .

2.) At fixed W, <n> is almost independent of 0 2 (not shown) [4,13,32,40J.

3.) The dispersion D = v(n2> - <n>2
1

of the charged-multiplicity distribution ri
ses linearly with <n> (Wroblewski relation [47J).

Linear fits of the form

(7) D = a + b<n>

(where n_ is the negative multiplicity and D_ the dispersion of its distribu
tion) have been carried out by the various collaborations; the fitted values
obtained for a and b are compiled in Table 3. The fitted straight lines
D vs. <n > are shown-in Fig. 3. Again a discrepancy between the two vp ex
periments - [4, 40J is observed.

As Fig. 4 shows the question as to whether the dispersion rises with the
same slope b (~0.35) for all four reactions is not yet settled. In pp.annihi
lation a slope of b = 0.37 has been observed [48J. Furthermore Wroblewski has
found [49J that also in hadron-hadron collisions (e.g. pp), after subtracting
the contribution of diffractive scattering, the multiplicity dispersion rises
with a slope of b ~ 0.36.

4.) The charged-multiplicity distribution obeys Koba-Nielsen-Olesen (KNO) [5OJ
scaling.

In Fig. 4 the scaled multiplicity distribution <n>oP(n,W) is plotted vs.
n/<n> for four W intervals for vp and vn scattering from the BEBC VD2 expe
riment [40J. Sere P(n,W) is the normalized charged-multiplicity distribution
with EP(n,W) = 1. Independence of W, i.e. KNO scaling is observed both for vp
(full n symbols) and vn (open symbols) scattering. Furthermore the KNO distri-
butions for vp and vn seem to coincide.

KNO scaling has been observed previously in vp [21, 32J and vn [21J scat
tering, with good agreement between the 15' VD2 [2 D and BEBC VH2 [32J experi
ments on the KNO distribution for vp scattering. Furthermore the 15' VD

2

Table 3: Compilation of values for a_ and b_ obtained from fitting D_ =a_ +b.:<n_>

to the negative dispersion D_ vs. the average negative multiplicity <n_>.

Reaction Hadronic <n_> range a - b Reference
charqe -

vp 2 0.5 - 2.7 0.36 ± 0.03 0.36 ± 0.03 [32J
0.4 - 2 0.42 0.34 ± 0.01 [21J

vp 0 0.5 - 3.0 0.34 0.31 ± 0.12 [4J

1 - 2.7 0.16 ± 0.11 0.42 ± 0.06 [4oJ
vn 1 0.5 - 2.1 0.41 0.34 ± 0.01 [21J

- -1 1.3- 2.7 -0.22 ± 0.10 0.49 ± 0.05 [40Jvn
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I
o
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1.0
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............ vn
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1: BEBC

2: 15'

3: 15'

4: BEBC

5: 15'

6: BEBC

[32]

[21]

[ 4]

[40]

(21]

[40]

Fig. 3

Dispersion D as a function
of <n >. The-straight lines
show linear fits of the form
D_ = a_ + b~<n_> (equ. (7))
to the data points from va
rious experiments. The fit
ted values for a and bare
compiled in Table 3.

°0~--_-.-l-------L2-----.L3----

BEBe v 02

10

Fig. 4

KNO-distribution <n>P(n,W)
vs. n/<n> for four W inter
vals for vp (full symbols)
and vn (open symbols) scat
tering, from BEBC 'VD2 [40J.
The curve shows an eyeball
fit to the vp and vn KNO
distributions from 15' vD2
[21J and BEBC VH2 [32J.

Q..C

/\ fc

V
0.1

P n W interval
• 0 2-3 GeV

• A
3-4 GeV

... v 4 - 5.8 GeV

0.01 • c 5.8 -12 GeV

0 1 2 3n/<n>
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experiment has shown, that the KNO distributions for vp and vn are the same.
An eyeball fit through the vN KNO distributions from both experiments is given
by the curve in Fig. 4. It is seen that the KN0 distribution is wider for VN
(data points) than for \IN (curve). At present we have no simple explanation
for this difference.

The 15' vNe-H2 collaboration [13J has shown that KNO scaling holds separa
tely for the multiplicity of charged hadrons going forward in the hadronic
cms (see Fig. 5).

5.) In the average, more charged hadrons are produced in the forward than in the
backward cms hemisphere.

This has been observed by the BEBC \lH2 [32J, 15' \lD2 [23J, 15 I VH2 [3J and
BEBC VD2 [40J collaborations. As an example, Fig. 6 shows the average forward
and backward multiplicities vs. W2 for vp [3, 40J and vn [40J. A possible expla
nation for the abundance of forward-going hadrons is the fact that the baryon
(mainly proton or neutron) in the reaction is emitted predominantly in the
backward direction as the leading particle carrying a sizeable fraction of the
available backward energy and thus leaving less energy for the production of
additional backward-going hadrons. In the QPM the difference in forward and
backward multiplicity implies a difference in quark and diquark fragmentation.

5.0

1l,>0

• 9<W 1 </2 GeV·
o 12<W·<I6

• 16<W
8
<24

c 24<W1 <36

• 36<W·<60
A W· >60

o

0.1

1.0

0.01

(8) <nF> = a + b.n
B

in pp scattering at the high ISR ener
gies where the slope b is positive
and increases with energy ( 0<. tns). A
value of b ~ 0 as observed in Fig. 7
at W~ 8 GeV fits nicely into his plot
of b vs. tns. From this possible pp
and \IN similarity one would expect
<np> to rise with nB (and vice versa)
also in \IN scattering at higher W va
lues where at present no sUfficiently
accurate data are availabll~. Such a
trend with W (i.e. b < 0 a't low w,
b ~ 0 at W~ 8 GeV and b > 0 at high
W) is indeed suggested by the data
points in Fig. 7.

The average nO multiplicity rises
with increasing charged multiplicity.

Fig. 8 shows <nnO> vs. n_!or VN
and \IN scattering from the 15'\I,VH2 [4J

7. )

6.) At W around 8 GeV, no strong correlations exist between the charged multipli
cities in the forward and backward ems hemispheres.

Fig. 7 shows <nF> vs. nB and vice versa for three W intervals from the
BEBC \lH2 experiment. <nF> is seen to be rather independent of n~ at W~ 8 GeV
(and vice versa). This independence is expected from the QPM WhlCh predicts
the current quark and the diquark to
fragment independently from each 151 VNe Hz
other.

r---r---r----r-----,--__.
Wroblewski [51J has observed a

linear relation

Fig. 5

KNO-distribution for charged hadrons going
forward in the hadronic cms for six W inter
vals in 'VN scattering, from 15' VNe-H 2 [13J.
The curve represents a fit to n+p and pp data.
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Fig. 6
Average charged multiplicity in the forward_(xF > O} and backward (xF < O) hemi
sphere in the hadronic cms vs. W2 , (a) for vp and (b) vn scattering,from BEBC
VD2 [40J (circles) and 15' V'H2 [3J (triangles). The straight lines show linear
fits to the data points. of ref. [40J.
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-
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(a) Average forward multiplicity <nF>
vs. backward mUltiplicity n and (b)
average backward mUltiplici~y <nB> vs •
forward multiplicity nF for charged ha
drons in vp scattering for three W in
tervals,from BEBC VH 2 •
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Fig. 8 . ., .
Average rro multiplicity <nrro> VS. negat~ve mUlt~~l~c~ty n_
for (a) \jN and (b) vN scatteringr, from 15 I V,vH2 L4] (full
points) and SKAT v,v Freon [43] (open circles). The straight
lines are linear fits to the full points, see equ. (9).

• 1S l y, vH2
o SKAT v, V Freon

3~--r---'--""T"""-T"""'----'

o)yN

and SKAT \I,V Freon [43J expE~riments. The straight
lines are linear fits to the data points of ref.[4J
yielding

A possible explanation for -the observed rro-rr± correla
tion could be the production of meson resonances
(e. g. p± -+ rr±rro , w -+ rr+rr-rro ) •

(9)
(0.72 ± 0.18) + (0.22 ± 0.10)n_

(0.14 ±0.30) + (0.73 ±0.16)n_

for vp

for vp

S

must be subtracted.

= 1 (rr+) and
(10) :

S42o

<Q >vN <Q >vN
F F

from equ. (11). In addition, a cut in Bjorken-x is usually applied in order to
remove C\ contamination from sea quarks in the nucleon.

The values for <QF>vN and <QF>VN as obtained by various experiment; [3,7,12,
32,40J from extrapolating to W =00 are compiled in Table 4 together with the re
sulting values of Yu. The Yu values are also plotted in Fig.9. It is seen that
some values, although with larger errors, fall above the theoretical boundary
Yu .!$ 0.5 which follows from Yu + Yd + Ys = 1 and assuming

'c.) Forward net charge and char,ge distributions

As Field and Feynman [52J have shown, the average
charge <Qq > of mesons (neglecting baryon fragments) from
the fragmentation of a quark q is related to the charge
e q of this fragmenting quark by

(10) <Q > = e - Lye
q q a a a

Here Ya is the probability to create a quark-antiquark
pair aa from the "sea" in the fragmentation process and
the sum extends over all quark flavors. The second term,
called the "leakage term", arises for the following reason:
In the fragmentation process neutral quark-antiquark pairs
are created from the "sea" which together with the origi
nal quark form the observed meson fragments. Therefore
the quark a of the last pair aa in the fragmentation chain,
created with probability Ya , haLs to be excluded and its charge

Neglecting heavy quark pairs (Yc Yb = 0), assuming eu-ed
eu-es = 1 (K+) , and using Yu+Yd+Ys = 1 one obtains from equ.

(11) <Qu > 1-yu and <Q
d

> = <Q
s

> - Y
u

It is thus the probability Yu Clnd not the quark charges which one obtains from
measuring <Qu > and <Qd>.

The quantities <Q~> and <Qd> can be determined in vN and vN scattering, re
spectively, by measur~ng the average net charge

(12) <QF> = (N;-N;)/Nev +

of forward-going hadrons, i.e. of the current fragments (Fig.1). NF is the number
of positive and negative hadrons going forward (xF > 0) in the hadronic cms. How
ever, at finite W there is a kinematical overlap with the target fragments. There
fore, the forward net charge <OF> is usually plotted vs. 1/W and a linear extra
polation, justified by a correlation-length argument [7J, is carried out towards
1/W = 0 where the overlap of current and target fragments has disappeared. The

values <QF>\lN and <QF>VN at W :=00 are then identified with <Qu > and <Qd>, respec
tively/such that

(13) Yu = 1 -
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Table 4: Compilation of average forward net charges, extrapolated to W= 00, in

vN and vN scattering and corresponding values of y = 1 _ <0 >vN == _ <Q >'VNu F F' equ. (1 3 ).

Selection on <0 >VN <0 >VN
Yu reference

Biorken-x F F

x > 0.10 I -0.44 ± 0.09 (vN) 0.44 ± 0.09 I [7,12J
0.54 ± 0.12 (vN) 0.46±0.12

all x I -0.69 ± 0.16 (vp) 0.69±0.16

j [3J
0.40 ± 0.17 (vp) 0.60 ± 0.17

all x 0.67±0.10 (vp) 0.33±0.10 [32J

-0.38 ± 0.07 (vp) 0.38 ± 0.07
all x -0.60 ± 0.11 (vn) 0.60 ± 0.11

[40J
-0.47 ± 0.06 (vD) 0.47 ± 0.06

x > 0.15 -0.38 ± 0.09 (vD) 0.38 ± 0.09

0.8

0.4

0.6

0.2

Fig. 9

Values Obtained for Yu, the probabi
lity to create a uu pair from the
sea, by various experiments (Table 4).
The values were obtained by extrapo
lating the average forward net
charge <OF> in vN and vN scattering
to W =C'O and using Yu = 1 - <Q >vN =
-<OF>\iN, equ. (13) • F

( 15)

(14 )

because of isospin symmetry. The
average over all experiments is
Yu = 0.45 ± 0.04 where for the BEBC
'VD2 experiment [40J an average of
the two vD values has been used.

This yields ys/y = 0.22 ± g:~~ with a rather large error and in agreement with the

much more precise value of Ys/y = 0.27 ± 0.04 as determined in ref.I8] directly by
comparing the d-quark fragmentation into K O (= ds) and into n- (= du) at large z.
For an SU(3)-symmetric sea one would of course expect Yu = Yd = Ys' i.e. Ys/y = 1.

In order to avoid a contamination of current fragments by target fragments
Field and Feynman [52J have proposed an alternative method. It consists in measu
ring for each event a weighted charge

r
QW = rZiQi

where zi is the energy fraction (equ. (3b» carried by the ith hadron, Qi its
charge and r a small positive number. By this weighting procedure a hadron which
is close to the fragmenting quark (i.e. with a large z) gets a stronger weight
than a hadron which is further down in the fragmentation chain or is even a target
fragment.

Distributions of QW' normalized to unity, have been measured by the 15' V,
vNe-H2 [12,16J and BEBC VD2 [4~] collaborations for eveN<P with lai.g.h l\:; they are
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shown for r = 0.5 in Figs.10 and 11, respectively} and are ,:ompared with the ~redic
ted distributions of Field and Feynman [52J for a quark Jet of 10.GeV= It.~S ~een
that, as expected, in case of vN(vN) scattering the measured Q~ d~str~but~o~ ~s
in nice agreement with the prediction for au-quark (d-quark) Jet and not w~th

that for ad-quark (u-quark) jet..

D.) Fragmentation functions

Fragmentation functions of quarks and diquarks, i.e. distributions of the
energy fraction z or of the lonsritudinal-momentum fraction xF '

h dNh h 1 dNh
(16) D (z) = --- --- or D (x ) = --- --- INev dz F Nev dXF

for hadrons of a particular type h have been measured in practically all experi
ments listed in Table 1 [1-3,5,6,10,11,13,17,24-26,28,34,36,37,39,41-44J; they
cannot all be shown here. It is worth mentioning that apart from the z or xF dis
tributions of positive and negat.ive hadrons h± (mainly 'IT±) also those of 'ITo [43J,
strange particles [3,5,10,11,13,25,26,34J and po mesons 0,6,26,37J have been
determined.

We now discuss the most important properties of fragmentation functions, as
they have been studied recently.

1.) Universality

According to the simple QPM the fragmentation of a final-state quark should be
independent of the type of interaction, from which this fragmenting quark origina
tes (universality, environmental independence [}>3,54J). Thus the fragmentation
functions as measured in vN,vN,eN,~N scattering and in e+e- annihilation are pre
dicted to be the same. It is known since some time [55, 46J that this prediction is
(nearly) fulfilled. Fig. 12 of the 15 'vNe-H2 collaboration [13J shows a more re
cent compilation of z distributions as measured in various processes: forward-go
i~g ~harged hadron~ (pions) fro~~ vN a~d ep. scattering, 'ITo from ep scattering (mul
t~pl~ed by 2 assum~ng 2N'lTo = NTI + NTI ), and charged hadrons from pp scattering

15I V , V Ne-H 2 W>6 GeV

0)
1.2

'J.:t ~~:
b) ~N

1.0 1.0
d-quark + r=O.5

~ d-~!f; u-quark '\/\ZIO 0.8 0.8
"'0 "tJ

I I J

+• , ,
0.6 ' , 0.6-Iz

, ,, I., /

I /-

0.4 I 04,
I,,

Q2 \'\ 0.2

O·q3
-,

-2 -I 0 1 2 3
0.0

-3 -2 0 2 3

Fig. 10
QW Ow

Distributions of weighted charge Ow (equ.(15) with r=0.5) normalized to unity,
for (a) vN and (b) 'IN scattering with W > 6 GeV/from 15' v~vNe-H2 [12,16J. The
curves show the predictions of ]~'ield and Feynman [52J for a u-quark and d-quark
jet of 10 GeV.
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Fig. 11

Distribution of weighted
charge QW (equ. (15) wi th
r = 0.5), normalized
to unity, for vN scatter
ing with W > 4 GeV,from
BEBC VD2 [40J. The curves
show the predictions of
Fie ld and Feynman [52J
for a u-quark and d-quark
jet of 10 GeV.
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Fig. 12

Distributions of the energy
fraction z for forward-going
charged hadrons (pions) in vN,
ep and pp (ISR) scattering and
in e+e- annihilation, and of nO
in ep scattering, from 15 1VNe-H2[13J.
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and e +e - annihilation (both mu11:iplied by 1/2 in order to take only one hemi
sphere). It is seen that all z-distributions roughly coincide as expected [53J.

2.) Isospin relations

Isospin symmetry predicts cE~rtain relations amongst fragmentation functions
[53J. As an example, Fig. 13 shows a test of the relation

rr± rr~
(17) Du (xF ) = Dd (xp )

by the BEBC v,VH2 collaboration [36J, where the u-quark and d-quark fragmentation
functions are measured in vp and vp scattering, respectively. It is seen that in
the current-fragmentation region (xF > 0) the invariant xF distributions fo~ rr+
(after correcting for unidentified protons) from vp (full points) and for rr from
vp (open circles) agree nicely with each other, as predicted.

A further example of an isospin relation for diquark fragmentation will be
given in the following section.

3.) Diquark fragmentation

As explained in the Introduction (Fig. 1), diquark fragmentation functions can
be determined by measuring the x F distributions in the backward hemisphere (xF<O).
As an example, Fig. 14a from the BEBC VH2 experiment [36J shows the backward xF
distribution of rr-+- (after correcting for unidentified protons) and rr- in vp scat
tering, and Fig. 14b from the 15 I V'H2 experiment [3J the backward xF distribution
of h+ (after removing identified protons) and h- in vp scattering. From Fig. 14a
it is seen that Drr+ > Drr-. Thi.s is expected, since the rr+ can be the leading
particle containiH~ a u~~uark from the fragmenting uu-diquark and thus carrying a
larger momentum fraction, where~as the rr- contains only quarks created later on in
the fragmentation process from the sea. In up scattering on the other hand (Fig.
14b) the rr+ and rr- distributions are rather equa*. Thi2 is again expected in the
QPM (Fig. 1), since isospin synmetry predicts D~d = D~d'

1.00.5

+ Tt+from vp

t Tt- fromvp(prelim.)
- fit k(1 -I XFUn to ft+

--- p-1t+

....~
o •

-0.5

" )
/

/~
/

/
/

/ ~

/t
/

/

t / t
It

Fig. 13

Normalized invariant x F dis
tributions of rr+ (after cor
recting for unidentified
protons) in vp (full points)
and of rr- in vp (open
circles) scattering with
W > 3 GeV. The full curves
show fits of the form
k(1-lxF I)n to the rr+ points
for IxF I > 0.2 in each hemi
sphere, with n = 1.23 ± 0.05
for xF> 0.2 and n = 3.45 ± 0.15
for x F < -0. 2. The dashed
curve represents the inva- +
riant xF distribution for rr
from a pp experiment [56J.
From BEBC VH 2 [36J.
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Fig. 14

(a) normalized xF distribution
of backward-going w+ (after
correcting for unidentified
protons) and n- in ~p events
with W > 3 GeV, from BEBC ~H2

[36J; (b) normalized xF dis
tribution of backward-going
positives (after removing iden
tified protons) and negatives
in vp events with W > 4 GeV,
from 15 I VH2 [3J.

4.) Scaling violation

The question of scaling ~Zl ~
violation of fragmentation ~~

functions has been investiga-
ted in various experiments
[57,2,28,29, 39J. A scaling
violating Q2 dependence of the
z-distributions is observed,
when all values of Ware in
cluded, whereas the z-distri
butions turn out to be inde
pendent of Q2, if only events
with larger W (p 4 GeV) are
taken. Fig. 15 from the BEBC
VD2 experiment [39J shows a
recent measurement of the z
distributions of n+ and n-
for two Q2 regions. If all W
are taken (Fig. 15a,b), the
distributions are steeper at high Q2 than at low Q2, whereas they do not depend on
Q2 for events with W > 4 GeV (and forward-going particles, xF > 0) (Fig. 15c,d).

A quantitative comparison of the observed Q2 dependence with the predictions
of perturbative QCD has been carried out in terms of moments of fragmentation
functions. It is found [57,28, 29J that in case of neutrino scattering the agree
ment ~ith QCD is surprisingly good. For antineutrino scattering on the other hand
the Q dependence of the non-singlet (NS) moments cannot be described by QCD
[2,28J. An explanation for this difficulty may be the fact that the NS-moments in

VN are much smaller than in ~N scattering, so that effects other than QCD playa
relatively more important role for the 'VN th~n for the~N NS-moments. However, it
is probably fair to say, that the observed Q dependence and its disappearance for
higher W is not yet really well understood.

5.) Non-factorisation in x and z

The semi-inclusive cross section for the production of a hadron h in the reac
tions (1) can in general be written as a product of the event cross section times
a generalized fragmentation function Dh{x,z,Q2):

( 18)
dOh 2

--~~2~-{x,Q ,z) =
dxdQ dz

dOev 2 h 2
-----2{x'Q )oD (x,z,Q ).
dxdQ

Non-factorisation in x and z at fixed Q2 implies, that the generalized fragmenta
tion function depends on Bjorken-x.

Non-factorisation has been observed in three BEBC experiments [28,31, 39J where-
as the 15' vNe-H2 collaboration [12J claims factorisation to hold. Fig. 16 from
the BEBC VD2 experiment [39J shows the average value of z for n- and 1T+ vs. x for
all Wand for two regions of Q2. <z> is seen to depe9d on x which im~lies non-fac
torisation, the x-dependence being stronger at low Q than at high Q . If one se
lects W > 4 GeV and xF > 0, no x-dependence is observed (not shown).

A quantitative analysis of non-factorisation has been ca.ri:1~d out in te:rms Qf
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double moments [28, 31J. In lowest-order QCD, factorisation holds, whereas non-fac
torisation is predicted [58-6(8 in next-to-leading order. However, a comparison
of the predictions with the measured double moments [28,31J does not show good
quantitative agreement between theory and experiment. Only if one includes one
further order of QCD [61J a somewhat better agreement is obtained [28J.

6.) Higher-twist effects

The contribution of higher twists (HT) to the production of the leading pion
(containin~ the current quark) in lepton-nucleon scattering has been calculated_
by Berger L62J. The leading pion is a n+ (containing the u-quark) in vN and a n
(containing the d-quark) in vN scattering. Berger derives the following formulae
for the differential cross sect~on in y = V/E v and z (= energy fraction of the
leading pion) for large z and PT « 0 2 , where PT is the transverse momentum of the
leading pion:

(19a) For vN + ~-n+x
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The second term in each formula
is the HT contribution, the rela
tive importance of which increases
with decreasing 02 and increasing
z. The parameter <k~> arises from
integrating the original formulae
over PT' but includes also mass
terms which were omitted in those
formulae. In any case it is a
measure for the strength of the
HT contribution.

Fig. 16

Average value of z for (a) nand
(b) n+ vs. Bjorken-x for two ran
ges of Q2 and for all Wand all
xF in VN scattering, from BEBC
VD2 [39J.

It follows from equ. (19)
that due to higher twists one ex
pects a y-z correlation, i.e. non
factorisation in y and z. More
specifically:

a) For large z and small Q2, the
y-distribution is expected to
behave like (1-y) and thus to de
viate from the normal behaviourJ
which is constant for vN and
(1-y) 2 for VN.

b) For vN scattering the high-z part of the n+ z-distribution should fall more
steeply (i.e. be softer) for high y than for low y. For VN scattering on the
other hand; the high-z part of the n- z-distribution should fall less steeply
(i.e. be harder) for high y than for low y, due .to the extra factor \ 1-y) 2 in
the first term.

Mazzanti et al.[63] have pointed out that a y-z correlation is expected also
from longitudinal phase space (LPS) : For both cases vN and VN, the z-distribution of
secondary pions is expected to fall more steeply for high y than for low y. Quali
tatively their argument goes as follows: High y means large W, see equ. (2a); at
larger W the multiplicity is larger, so that the energy fraction z carried by a
single secondary hadron gets smaller which leads to a softer z-distribution. Com
paring this with the HT prediction above, one sees that for vN scattering the LPS
and HT effects go in the same direction so that a distinction is probably diffi
cult, whereas in case of VN scattering both effects are opposite to each other so
that they may be distinguished from each other (or cancel each other). It should
be mentioned however that the LPS prediction of Mazzanti et ale has been ques
tioned by Berger [64j since it would imply that Feynman-scaling (i.e. energy in
dependence of the z or x F distribution) is violated already by LPS.

We now discuss the present experimental situation on higher twists. A y-z cor
relation in the direction as predicted by HT was first observed in vN scattering
at low 0 2 by the Garqamelle coll~oration [42]. For the parameter <k1> they ob
tained a value of <k 2> = 1.5 ± 0.4 GeV2 • More recent!y HT effects have been
searched for by the 15' 'VNe-H2 [17J, BEBC v,'VNe-H2 L28], BEBC v,VD2 [39J, BEBC v,
VH2 [38J and BEBC VNe-H2 [41J collaborations. We first discuss the case of \IN 2
scattering. Fig. 17 shows three examples of n+ z-distributions Dn+(Z) at low Q
for low and high y. In Fig. 17a from ref. [39J one may notice a small y-z corre
lation as predicted by HT and LPS, i.e. the z-distribution being softer for high y
than for low y. A similar effect is observed in Fig. 17b from ref. [38J, where

1
the partially integrated distribution J D(z)dz is plotted vS. zm' On the other

zm
hand, no y dependence of the z-distribution is seen in Fig. 17c from ref. [28J
which may be explained by the fact that in this experiment a narrow-band beam is
used: This beam is more energetic than a usual wide-banA ~aa,~~ ~re~e yields
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only a small fraction of events with lower W. Thus, if the y-z correlation is a
low-W effect, it is not expected to show up clearly in this experiment. It should
be mentioned that the TI+ distributions of Fig. 17 are contaffiinated by unidentified
protons which may disturb or simulate a y-z correlation for TI+.

_ we.now.tur~ tO,the case of VN scattering which is more interesting since the
TI. z-d~str~but~on ~s much less contaminated by other unidentified particles and
s~nce here HT and L~S make opposite predictions as explained above. Fig. 18 shows
three examples of TI z-distributions DTI-(z) at low Q2 for low and high y. In Fig.
18a from ref. [39J the z-distribution seems to be slightly softer at high y than
at low y. This is in the direction as predicted by LPS and opposite to the one
predicted by HT. The opposite y-dependence, i.e. a somewhat harder z-distribution
~t high Y and therefore a qualitative agreement with HT is claimed by the 15'
vNe-H2 collaboration [17J in their TI- z-distribution (Fig. 18b). However the ef
=ect is small and the errors on the data points at larger z are relatively large.
Finally, the partially integrated z-distributions in Fig. 18c from ref. [38] hardly
show any y-dependence which could indicate a cancellation of the LPS and HT
effects.

Thus the question of higher-twist effects, in particular in VN scattering, is
not yet solved at present and the situation is unclear. It is worth pointing out
however, that inspite of the different conclusions the various data in Fig. 18
are not at all in real disagreement, since different cuts have been applied and
since furthermore the observed effects are very small or even doubtful and the

,experimental errors are large.

In addition to the HT-LPS "interference" a further complication arises: At
large y, i.e. small x (see equ. (2c» the scattering on a sea quark cannot be neg
lected. Thus in VN scattering, the reaction

(20a) vd -+ ll+U

4 TI-

contributes in addition to the normal process

(20b) vu -+ ll+d
~ TI-

The two processes have an opposite y-dependence of the TI- z-distributionJsince for
reaction (20~ equ.(19a) applies. Therefore a cancellation may occur.

A careful search for higher twists has been performed by the BEBC vNe-H2 col
laboration [41].Their analysis includes only events with larger W (in order to re
duce the LPS effect) and with x > 0.15 (in order to eliminate the scattering on
sea quarks). For the TI- z-distribution they find a small additional term as in
equ. (19b) which falls with increasing Q2, which however does not have the predic
ted y and PI2 dependence. Fitting the coefficient <k~> in equ. (19b) they obtain a
rather smal value of ~0.09 GeV2 , much smaller than the Gargamelle value given
above. They conclude that there is no evidence for the predicted HT term.

E.) Transverse momentum and jet properties

As usual in leptoproduction, the transverse momentum ~T of a secondary hadron
is measured perpendicular to the incident-current direction q (Fig. 19), which is
identical to the direction of the system of all secondary hadrons in the lab frame.
For larger W this direction is well ap'proximated by the direction qH of the system
of all charged (or visible) hadrons. PT can be decomposed (Fig. 19) into a well
measurable component Pn normal to the lepton (V-ll) plane, which is well defined,
and a component in the lepton plane. This latter component is not so precisely
measurable since the current direction in the lepton plane is not so well defined
due to the uncertainty in estimating the unmeasured neutrino energy of an event.
For an isotropic particle distribution around the current direction one expects

,21) <p~>=i·<p~>.

There are three sources which can contribute to the transverse momentum PT
of a secondary hadron (Fig. 20):

- Fragmentation of partons into hadrons. In the normal case of the simple QPM
(Figs. 1,20a) where the final-state partons (quark, diquark) have no transverse
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c)

Fig. 19

Definition of the transverse momentum
PT of a secondary hadron h.

Fig. 20

Processes leading to a transverse
momentum of a secondary hadron:
(a) fragmentation only, (b) gluon
emission by the current quark, (c)
primordial transverse momentum.

momentum, the fragmentation is the only source of PT.

At higher W, hard QCD processes should show up in some events, for instance the
emission of a hard gluon by the current quark after the absorption of the cur
rent (Fig. 20b). Here already the forward-going final-state partons (quark,
gluon) have a transverse momentum which contributes to the PT of their hadro
nic fragments. The diquark on the other hand has no PT. One thus expects with
increasing W a broadening of the PT distribution in forward direction whereas
the PT distribution of the backward-going diquark fragments should not change
with W. In other words, at higher W the jet of forward hadrons is expected to
be wider than the baCkward jet. This expectation remains unchanged qualitative
ly if the other QCD processes (hard-gluon emission before the absorption of the
current/~q-pair production from a gluon in the nucleon) are also taken into ac
count [65J. Furthermore, at sufficiently high W, some events should show a pla
nar structure (quark-gluon-diquark plane, see Fig. 20b) and, at even higher W,
three separate hadronic jets (quark, gluon, diquark) should become discernable
in the event plane.

- Primordial transverse momentum k T of the partons inside the incident nucleon.
This k T is transferred to the final-state quark and diquark such that the event
axis (e.g. sphericity axis) has an angle with respect to the current direction
(Fig. 20c). Thus the hadronic PT distributions in the forward and backward hemi~

spheres are broadened, independently of W.

We now confront some recent results from the various experiments with these
expectations:

1.) Transverse momentum

Transverse-momentum distributions have been measured for char~ed hadrons
[3,23,35,44,66J, 7TO [43], strange particles [10,34J and po mesons L1 ,26,37J. As
an example Fig. 21 shows the P~ distribution of forward-~oing (XF > O) charged
hadrons for two W intervals from the BEBC vH2 experiment L35J. At low PT (PT ~
1 GeV/c) the distribution is well described by an exponential e-aIDT where

I1IT = ~~ + m~' is the transverse mass and a ~ 6 GeV- 1 . At higher Pm however there
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is a tail which becomes more pronounced with increasing W, thus widening the p~ -2
distribution. The curve in Fig. 21 shows a fit Ae-amT + Be- 13mT with A=22.13 GeV ,
B = 0.10 GeV- 2 , a = 6.02 Gev- 1 and 8 = 2.07 GeV-1 for W2 > 50 GeV2.

The widening of the P~ distribution in forward direction (z > 0.2) with in
creasing W is also seen in Fig. 22 of the 15' vNe-H2 collaboration [20,66J. The
full curves are QCD predictions [66J for PT > 1 GeV/c; they are in good agreement
with the data points.

In Pig. 23, which is a compilation from various experime~ts [14,23,27, 33J, the
full symbols show the average transverse momentum squared <PT> for forward (xp> 0)
and backward (xF < 0) going charged hadrons as a function of w2. The experiments
are in reasonable agreement with each other. In the forward hemisphere <P~> in
creases with W, thus implying a broadening of the PT distribution, whereas in the
backward hemisphere <Pt> is almost independent of W for W2 ~ 20 GeV2. The same
figure also shows <P~> vs. W2 in the two hemispheres; it is seen that the relation
(21) is well fulfilled.

Results on <P~> or <PT> of charged hadrons as a function of W, with the same
conclusions as above, are also presented in refs. [3,9,20,44J. They can however
not be included in the compilation of Fig. 23, either because <PT> and not <P~> is
plotted or because different cuts in xF or z are applied (seagull effect, see be
low) in these papers.

The observed widening of the forward PT distribution with Wand the W indepen
dence of the backward PT distribution is in (qualitative) agreement with the pre
diction of QCD (see above). However, as has been pointed out in ref. [67J, also a

o 234 567

p2 (GeVlc)2
Fig. 21 T

P~ distribution of forward-going charged
hadrons for two w2 regions in \>p scatter
ing, from BEBC VH2 [35J. The curve is a
fi t of the form Ae-amT + Be'-13mT to
the data points for w2 > 50 GeV2 (see
text) (preliminary).
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simple PT-limited phase space model is able to describe the increase of <PT> with
W due to an expansion of available phase space with energy. The observed differ
~nce between the forward and backward hemispheres is attributed to the presence
~f the leading baryon in the backward direction, although no attempt is made in
ref. [67J to explain this difference quantitatively.

2.) Seagull effect

The seagull eff~ct, i.e. the rise of <p~> with IXpl has been investigated in
ref. [3,22,27,33,35,43,4f]. Fig. 24 shows <p~> vs. xF for two ranges of W from
the BEBC 'YH2 experiment [35J. The seagull effect is clearly visible. Furthermore
at small W (4 < W < 6 GeV) a forward-backward symmetry is observed whereas at
large W (> 8 GeV) the seagull effect becomes as~mmetric with <p~> being larger in
forward than in backward direction at fixed IXFI. The observed asymmetry leads of
course directly to the difference, discussed above in connection with Fig. 23, of
<P~> in the two hemispheres.

3.) Search for planar events and a three-jet structure

A search for planar events has been carried out by the 15' vNe-H2 [20J and the
BEBC 'YH2 and vNe-H2 [35J collaborations using almost the same procedure. In both
experiments, for each event an event plane is found in the following way: In the
plane perpendicular to the direction 4 of the current (or 4H of the visible-hadron
system) and thus containing PTI two orthogonal directions Gin and Gout are deter-
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Fig. 24

Average p~ of charged hadrons in
vp scattering vs. xF for two W
ranges, from BEBC vH 2 [35J {pre-·
limlnary}. Pn is the component
of PT normal to the lepton plane.

mined such that EP~in is a maximum

and consequently EP~out is a mi

nimum. Here PTin and PTout are

the components of PT along Gin
and Gout' respectively. The sum E
extends over all visible second~rx

hadrons in the event. (In ref. [20J
track~ with xF < -0.7 are removed
since they are predominantly neon
fragments). The plane defined by
~ and Gin is the event plane and
the direction Gout is its normal.
A planarity P is then calculated
for each event defined by
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Furthermore, in ref. [20J a transverse-momentum dispersion

(23) A r{o )D = Y'i'i'F PT - <PT>

is calculated for each event wher~ nF is the number of forward-going charged ha
drons with xF > 0.05 and the St~ E is taken over those hadrons. The factor 1/1nF
makes the distribution of D approximately independent of multiplicity. <PT> is
set at 0.32 GeV/c, a typical average value for a hadron in a quark jet. The aver
age <D> of D is roughly zero and the constant A is chosen such that <D2> = 1. An
event with a large value of D contains one or more forward hadrons with large PT,
D thus being a measure of how strongly the particles are spread out in transverse
momentum.

Fig. 25 of ref. [20J shows a scatter plot of planarity P vs. dispersion D for
1552 events with W2 > 50 GeV2 and Q2 > 2 GeV2. It is seen that events with a high
D have a tendency to be more planar than normal events: For D > 3.0 (55 events,
Le.-4% of all events) <P> = 0.73 ± 0.02, whereas for D < 2.0 <P> = 0.51 ± 0.01.
This occurrence of a small fraction of planar events could be due to hard-gluon
emission as discussed above. Ii: could however also be the tail of a normal lonai
tudinal phase space distribution and thus a purely kinematical effect: The high PT
in an event with large D has to be balanced/and since only a limited amount of
energy is available, the balancing particles tend to lie opposite to the high-PT
particle, thus making the event flat. Nevertheless, assumin~ forward-backward sym
metry for the normal two-jet component it is shown in ref. L20J that out of the 55
events with D > 3.0 only 14±4 events are background from a phase-space tail,
leaving a net signal of 41±9 events possibly due to hard-gluon emission.

A very similar result has been obtained by the BEBC VH2 and BEBC vN~-H2 colla
borations [35J. Here the consta.nt in equ. (23) is set to A = 1, the sum E is taken
over all forward-going charged hadrons in an event and <PT> is the averaged trans
verse momentum of forward hadrons in all events. Fig. 26 shows the planarity dis
tribution for events with nF ~ 3, W > 4 GeV and Q2 > 1 GeV2, (a) without selection
on D and (b) for events with a D exceeding <D> (~O) by more than two standard de
viations cr of the D distribution,.i.e. with D > <D>+2cr.The event sample (b) con
stitutes-3% of sample {a} and consists of events with large W(p 8 GeV). Again it
is seen that events with large D tend to be more planar than normal events.

The 15' \)Ne-H2 [20J and BEBC VH 2 [35J collaborations have both measured the
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Fig. 25

'Scatter plot of planarity P (equ. (22»
vs. transverse-momentum dispersion D
(equ. (23» for vN events with w2 >
50 GeV2 and Q2 > 2 GeV2, from 15'
vNe-H2 [20J.
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Distribution of Planarity P (equ. (22»
for vN events with nF ~ 3, W > 4 GeV
and Q2 > 1 GeV2 , The histogram (full
points) is for all events (scale on
left hand side), the open circles are
for events with D > <D>+20 (see text)
(scale on right hand side). From BEBC
VH2 and BEBC vNe-H2 [35J (preliminary) .
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~ngular energy flow which is defined by

de: 1 ZZi
(24) de = ~ ~e

ev

Here zi is the ems-energy fraction of a hadron and e the angle between the current
direction 4 and the projection of the hadron momentum in the event plane (4-uin) or
in the plane (~-uo t) perpendicular to the event plane, respectively. The sum ex
tends over all cha¥ged hadrons in the angular interval between e and 0 + ~e.

Fig. 27 shows the angular energy flow in the event plane from the 15' vNe-H2
experiment [20J, (a) for all events with W2 > 50 GeV2 and (b) for the small sub
sample of events with D > 3.0 and P > 0.5. The bulk of events has the usual two
jet structure as expected from the simple QPM (Fig. 20a). The subsample (b) of pl~

nar events however shows a broadening of the energy flow in the forward hemisphere
with a pronounced dip in the forward direction. This implies a three-jet structure
(two forward jets, one backward jet) in the event plane as expected from hard
gluon emission (Fig. 20b). The dip in the middle could again be a consequence of
PT balance, but as mentioned above, the authors claim that phase space can account
only for part of the effect.

The angular energy flow as measured by the BEBC vH2 collaboration [35J in the
event plane and in the perpendicular plane is shown in Fig. 28 for events with
W > 4 GeV, Q2 > 1 GeV2 and with at least one forward particle having aPT> 1 GeV/c.
'Again, in the event plane a dip in forward direction is observed implying a two
jet structure in the forward hemisphere, whereas in the perpendicular plane the
energy is accumulated, as expected, in the forward and backward direction. There
~s little difference between the two orthogonal planes in the backward (diquark)
direction.

Finally Fig. 29 of the BEBC VH 2 and vNe-H2 collabor~t~ons [~J ahows for
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lSi vNe-H2

Fig. 27

Angular energy flow (equ.(24» in the
event plane in vN scattering, (a) for
all events with W2 > 50 GeV2 and (b)
for events with W2 > 50 GeV2, disper
sion D > 3 and l'lanari ty P > 0.5, from
15' vNe-H2 [20J. The curves are pre
dictions of a QCD model.
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Fig. 28

Angular energy flow in the event
plane (full points) and in the plane
perpendicular to the event plane
(open circles) for vp events wi th W >
4 GeV, Q2 > 1 GeVIc and PTmax> 1 GeVIc.
from BEBC VH2 [35J (preliminary) •
PTmax is the highest transverse mo
mentum of a forward-going charged
hadron in the event.
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Azimuthal angular distribution
of forward-going charged hadrons
in vN events with W > 1() GeV,
Q2 > 1 Gev2 , nF ~ 3. ep = 0 is de
fined by the hadron with the
highest PT. The open circles are
for all events (scale on right
hand side), the histogram (full
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hand side). The dashed curve is
an eyeball fit through the open
circles. From BEBC VH2 ~nd BEBC
vNe-H2 [35J (preliminary).
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events with W > 10 GeV and Q2 > 1 GeV2 the distribution of the azimuthal angle ~
around the direction ~H of the charged-hadron system (i.e. ~n the Bin-Bout plane)
for forward-going charged hadrons. The ~ = 0 axis is defined by the hadron with
the largest PT' PTmaxe(This hadron is not included in Fig. 29). The ~ distribution
is shown (a) without selection on PTmax and (b) for events with a PT > 1 GeV/c.
The distribution for sample (a) is rather isotropic with an excess, ~ft~ to PT ba
lance, on the side opposite (~~1800) to the highest-p~ hadron. A much stronger
excess of hadrons with ~ near 1800 is seen for sample {b). In this sample there
might be in addition some accumulation of hadrons at small ~, thus travelling with
the PTmax particle and therefore contributing to the flatness of the event. This
accumuLation, if it exists, cannot ·be explained by PT balance. It could be due to
production of heavy resonances or again indicate a two-jet structure in the for
ward hemisphere.

It should be mentioned that a broadening of the PT distribution in forward di
rection with increasing W, the occurrence of planar events with a three-jet
structure, and an unisotropic ~ distribution with accumulations around $ = 0 0 and
1800 has also been observed in muoproduction by the European Muon Collaboration
[68J at higher values of W (W > 10 GeV).

4.) Azimuthal unisotropy

As mentioned above (Fig. 20b,c), the forward-going current quark can acquire a
transverse momentum with respect to the current direction due to QCD processes
and/or the primordial k T • This transverse momentum is not isotropically distribu
ted around the current direction/but has an azimuthal angular distribution of the
form [69, 70J

(25) ~f = A + Becos'f + CeCOS 2f
where ~= 0 in the lepton plane towards the muon (see Fig. 19). For the average
values QCD [69J predicts the following Q2 dependences:

2 2
(26) <cOSrp>o(;-1/R,n~2 and <COS2~>oG1/R,n~

where A is the.QCD parameter in th~ runn~ng coupling constant. In the ~resence of
a primordial k T on the other hand, the Q dependences are expected [70J to be as
follows:

(27) <coSep>oG-<kT>/;Q2 and <cos2Cf> OG<k~>/Q2.
Both effects predict the same signs and should in principle be distinguishable
from each other by their different Q2 behaviour, provided that sufficiently accu
rate data are available. Of course an unisotropy of the current-quark distribution
leads to an unisotropy of its hadronic fragments, although smeared out by the
fragmentation process.

Recent investigations on the ~ distributions have been carried out by the
15 I VH2 [3J and 15 I VNe-H~[18J collaborations. No statistically signi2icant un
isotropy is seen in ref. LJ]. Fig. 30 shows <cos¥» and <cosUP> vs. Q for for
ward-going negative hadrons with z > 0.2 from ref. [18J. The average value <cos'f>
seems to deviate from zero with the predicted minus sign. However, the errors on
both averages are large so that no distinction between the two effects (26) and
(27) is possible. For the whole Q2 range the following values are obtained:

<cosCf> = -(0.156 ± 0.054) and <cos2lf> = 0.031 ± 0.027

after correcting for unseen neutrals and intranuclear cascades in the Ne nuclei.

5.) Primordial transverse momentum k T
As mentioned above (Fig. 20c) a primordial kT of the interacting quark inside

the incident nucleon leads to an angle between the event axis (e.g. sphericity
axis or direction of the charged-hadron system) and the current direction. Mea
suring this angle and estimating the momentum of the fragmenting quark from the
momenta of its hadronic fra~ents, the follOWing estimates have been obtained by
the BEBC \)H 2 collaboration [33J :

2 2<kT> ~ 0.3 (GeV/c) and <kT>~ 0.55 GeV/c.

A somewhat different method has been applied by the 15' vNe-H2 collaboration
Q4J. They determine the average transverse momentum squared with respect to the
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Fig. 30

Average values <cosep> (open circles)
and <cos2ep> (full points) for forward
going (xf > 0) negative hadrons with
z > 0.2 l.n \iN events with W > 2 GeV,
Q2 > 1 GeV21 from 15 ''VNe-H2 [18J. The
full curves are QCD predictions for
Ev = 20 and 100 GeV. The dashed curve
is a prediction of the QPM with
primordial <kT> 0.8 GeV/c and
<PT>fragm. = 0.36 GeV/c.

thrust axis and identify this \lri th
the contribution <P~>fragm. from
fr~gmentation alone. Subtracting
<PT>fra • from ~P~> ~with respect
to the ~rrent dlrectlon) and neglec
ting t~e QCD contribution one obtains
<z2><kT>, i.e. the contribution of
kT to the <P~> of the current frag
ments. Using the measurement
<z2> = 0.14 ± 0.01, a value of

<k~> = (0.4 ± 0.1) (GeV/c) 2

is obtained for the primordial k T •
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F.) Conclusions

Without repeating the details one may summarize the present situation as fol
lows:

1.) Many new and more precise data on hadron production in vN and VN scattering
have been gained during thl9 last year. In particular, for the first time good
results are now available on v and v scattering on neutrons.

2.) The quark-parton model works successfully and is able to explain the main
features of vN and vN scattering.

3.) Multiplicities: Here many similarities between VN/VN scattering and non
diffractive hadron-hadron scattering are observed.

4.) Fragmentation functions:
- In addition to the fragmentation functions of quarks also those of diquarks

have been measured now. The main properties of fragmentation functions are
in agreement with the QPM.

- The observed violation of scaling and factorisation is not yet really well
understood theoretically, in particular not yet in the case of vN scatter
ing.

- The situation on higher twists is still unclear; the contributions from
higher twists seem to be small. More accurate data at high z and more de
tailed analyses are needed.

5.) Transverse momentum and jet properties:
- The QCD-predicted broadE!ning of the PT distribution in the forward hemi

sphere is clearly seen.
- There are indications that a small subsample of events are planar and might

even have a three-jet structure, beyond simple PT balance.

6.) Higher neutrino energies are highly desirable so that the kinematical overlap
of current and target fra<J.ffients can be further reduced and hard QCD processes
show up more clearly.
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Discussion

K. H. Becks, Gesamthochschule Wuppertal: You observe scale breaking and factoriza

tion break-down only if you include all W. Is the resonance region excluded?

,N. Schmitz: No, if we take all W then the resonance region is of course include~

However, if one makes a rather low W cut, say at about 2 GeV, then also one sees

scale breaking and non-factorization.

B. R. Webber, Univ. of Cambridge: I would like to make a comment about jet-broade~

ning in QCD. Both, the quark and diquark jets are predicted to get broader in deep

inelastic final states, due to bremsstrahlung of gluons by the struck quark be

fore interaction with the current. This gives a smaller broadening for the di

quark jet than the quark jet (which includes the recoiling quark) but it would be

interesting to see this effect.

N. Schmitz: Yes, you are right. In the case of bremsstrahlung before the current

absorption one has a backward going gluon together with the diquark, leading to

a broadening of the PT in backward direction. But also in this case the forward

going current quark has a PT. So the current quark always gets a PT independen&

ly of what kind of QCD process takes place. The widening of the PT distribution

in the backward hemisphere by QCD processes has been calculated by Peccei and

Rlickl and turned out to be small as compared to the broadening in the forward

hemisphere.

E. L. Berger, Argonne Nat. Lab.: Let me comment briefly on the analyses of higher

twist effects. You conclude that the higher twist contributions may be very small,

but I don't think that one can conclude that from the way the data have been ana

lyzed. The bulk of the data which you show are in the region of z $.5 and

most of the curves which you show as a function of z stop for z < .6 or .7.

However, the higher twist effects are predicted to be important at larger z. My

predictions are for changes in the ydistribution as z ~ 1; thus, you should

select data on the basis of cuts in z and plot them as a function of y (in

stead of the other way around). The Gargamelle group made such an anlysis a few

years ago and eVidently was able to extract a higher twist contribution.

N. Schmitz: Let me first point out that, as a rapporteur, I have presented the

higher twist analyses of other groups, not mine. Secondly, at large z there are

rather few particles and the fragmentation functions go down very steeply. Let me

show you the original data of the Gargamelle collaboration; they indeed claim to

see an effect. They get for <p~> in the higher twist term about 1.5 Gev2 . But,

as I said, if the LPS analysis of Mazzanti et al. is correct, one would expect a

similar effect just from phase-space. From antineutrino scattering the <P~>

turns out to be much smaller, about 0.07 -0.09 Gev2 . So, I still think that the

situation is more complicated due to the contributions fran phase space and antiquarks.
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E. L. Berger: If your statement is that there are no data at large z, then your

conclusion should be that you have nothing to say about higher twist. Let me add

another comment. You make the st:atement that LPS (phase space) means that as you

increase W, the z distribution softens. If that were true, then LPS would be

predicting scaling violations and we would not need either logarithmic QeD or

higher twist. I don't think that is reasonable. What should be built into the

phase space minimal bias prograln is scaling in the variable z and not some LPS

assumptions which olearly disagree with everything we have learnt.

G. Wolf, DESY: I have a question to the diquark fragmentation analyses. Two ex

creme views for diquarks are

1. the two quarks are in a coherent state,

2. the two quarks are acting incoherently.

In the second case the diquark fragmentation function would just be the sum of the

quark fragmentation functions. Is there any evidence for a coherent piece?

N. Schmitz: Such a separation of the break-up contribution and the coherent con

tribution has not yet been carried out.
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